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USACE Team Members 
• Project Manager- Chris Budai 
• Project Biologist- Dave Griffiths 
• Technical Lead- Kristy Fortuny, PE 
• Hydraulics Lead- Liza Roy, PE 
Design Development Team 
• HDR Engineering Inc. 
• Art Anderson and Associates 
• iTen 
• Allegiance Associates 
• US Cost 
Introduction and Background 
• Focus on downstream passage effectiveness in the Pacific 
Northwest 
• Passing fish through hydropower turbines 
• Conveying fish through surface flow bypass outlets 
• Collecting fish in surface oriented collectors 
• Existing projects (USACE, 2007) 
• Surface Spill (11) 
• High/Low Flow Sluiceways (6) 
• Forebay collectors (5) 
• Effectiveness still inconclusive or inadequate on some facilities 
• Data collection and facility evaluation ongoing 
• There is a need for new, innovative, and economical means of 
improving downstream passage effectiveness  
 
Overall Project Purpose 
• Gather information on behavior and collection efficiency of 
tagged and run of river fish 
• Proof of concept prior to installation of full-scale system 
• Use at multiple reservoirs within the Willamette River basin 
 
Target Performance and Design Criteria 
• Intended design life 10 to 15 years 
• Use of “off-the-shelf” components 
• Accommodate large pool fluctuations and 
various reservoir depths 
• Shore power with provisions for future stand-
alone power source 
• Deployable and portable 
• Transportable to other reservoirs 
• Economical 
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Additional Challenges 
Anchorage and Drift 
Hydraulic Design Tool Development 
• Spread sheet w/ visual basic 
• Gradually varied-flow equations 
• Simultaneously solves for two water surface 
profiles 
• Provides depth, velocity, dewatering, over 
length of collector 
• Flexibility for a number of collector 
dimensions and operating scenarios 
 
Anticipated Performance 
Anticipated Performance 
Project Timeline 
• Design Completed October 2012 
• Fabrication currently underway 
• Commissioning last quarter in 2013 
 
Conclusions 
• Intended design life 10 to 15 years 
• Use of “off-the-shelf” components 
• Accommodate large pool fluctuations and 
various reservoir depths 
• Shore power with provisions for future stand-
alone power source 
• Deployable and portable 
• Transportable to other reservoirs 
• Economical 
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